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REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPACT LIE GROUPS

BY

E. JAMES FUNDERBURK

Abstract. Let (J be a compact connected Lie group and assume a choice of

maximal torus and positive roots has been made. Given a dominant weight

X, the Borel-Weil Theorem shows how to construct a holomorphic line

bundle on whose sections G acts so that the holomorphic sections provide a

realization of the irreducible representation of G with highest weight X. This

paper studies the G-module structure of the space T of square integrable

sections of the Borel-Weil line bundle. It is found that T = \imn_,xT(n),

where T(/i) c T(n + 1) c T and T(n) is isomorphic, as G-module, to

K(X + «X) ® K(nX*),

where V(v.) denotes the irreducible representation of highest weight ¡i, '+'

is the Cartan semigroup operation, and '*' is the contragredient operation.

Similar formulas hold for powers of the Borel-Weil line bundle.

1. Introduction. In the formulation of quantum mechanics proposed by

J.-M. Souriau (see [14]) one is led, given a Lie group G, to the study of certain

homogeneous Hermitian line bundles with connection whose bases have a

symplectic structure determined as the curvature of the given connection. It is

a natural question to ask the G-module structure of the sections of such

homogeneous line bundles. For the case when G is a compact connected Lie

group, this paper presents an answer to this question. In the solution pre-

sented one also obtains the G-module structure of square-integrable functions

on both the total space and base of the associated principal bundle.

The answer obtained may be expressed as follows. Let T be a maximal

torus in the compact connected Lie group G and A+ the set of dominant

weights for G with respect to a fixed choice of positive roots. Set theoretically

we view A+ as a certain set of linear functions on the Lie algebra of G, closed

under addition and containing the zero linear functional. The Cartan theory

of highest weights presents an identification of A+ with G, the set of,

necessarily finite-dimensional and unitary, irreducible representations of G.

Let S denote the set of all functions from G to the nonnegative integers,

Z+, and let 31 denote the set of unitary equivalence classes of completely
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continuous unitary representations of G. Then, there is a bijection ch:

91• -» S, such that ch(p)(X) is the multiplicity of X as a subrepresentation of p,

for p in 91, X in G. Thus the function ch(p) determines the G-module

structure of p. We refer to ch(p) as the formal character of p.

The elements of 91 whose formal characters we will determine may be

described as follows. Fix X in G and denote by X* in G the representation

contragredient to X. Let K denote the isotropy group of X* in G with respect

to the contragredient adjoint action of G. Let R and L denote the right and

left regular representations of G in L2(G). Let T and Tk (for k in Z) denote

the elements of 91 which are subrepresentations of L determined by the

following requirements on /in L2(G):

f ETiff R (x)f ■■= f, x G Kn,
fETkiffR(x)f=x(x)kf,xEK.

Here x'- K-* Sx is the homomorphism determined by X* (x(exp X) = ex*w,

for X in the Lie algebra of K), and K0 is the kernel of x- It is Ciear that

r^cT for all k, and one may show T = ©Aezr*> a direct sum in 91. T, may

be interpreted as the L2 sections of a homogeneous Hermitian line bundle

with connection £ -» M determined by X*, T0 as L2(M), and T as L2(P),

S1 -» P -* M being the associated principal bundle to E -» M.

We express ch(Tk) as the limit of a certain bounded increasing sequence in

5 (/ < g in S iff /JX) < g(X) for all X in G; a subset S of S is bounded iff
{/(^)l/ G§,XEC)isa bounded set in Z+); obviously such a sequence has

a unique point-wise defined limit in S. It is shown that

(ch(p + nv ® nv*))™_n   and    [ch(nv ® ¡i + nv*)}™_0

are bounded increasing sequences in S, for p, v in A+. Then for k in Z+, our

main result states

ch(I\) = Inn ch(A:X + nX ® «X*), ch(T_ J = lim ch(nX ® ¿X* + «X*).

In particular

ch(r,) = Jim  ch((X + «X) ® «X*),       ch(r0) = lim  ch(nX ® nX%

00

ch(r) = 2   lim (ch((A-X + nX) <g> «X*) + ch(«X 9 (kX* + nX*))).
k = 0

The basic idea involved in establishing the above formulas may be referred

to as the Borel-Weil realizations of elements of G. For X in G = A+, consider

the systems of differential equations:

(1) (R(X)-X*(X))f=0,

(2) (L(X)-X(X))f=0,
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for X a positive root vector or an element of the Lie algebra of T. Let ®A

denote the simultaneous solutions to (1); and 3o° the simultaneous solutions

to (1) and (2). Then, the subrepresentation of L in %x is a representative of X

in G and ?BA is the highest weight space; we take this statement to be the

Borel-Weil Theorem, and refer to Bx as the Borel-Weil realization of X. One

has the relations 5A+„ = BxBr (equality of sets, BXBI, is_the complex span of

point-wise defined products fg with / in Bv, g in Bp). 7i„is isomorphic to £,,.

(B„ is the set of/with/in B„) and the multiplication map Bx® B„^> 2?A5,, a

(nonunitary) G-module equivalence; thus BXB„. as a subrepresentation of L is

isomorphic to the tensor product X ® v.

Borel-Weil realizations are related to the original question by using the

Stone-Weierstrass Theorem to show 2/,,9ez+®/,x®?A 's dense in Y = L2(P).

For certain special cases we determine ch(r,) explicitly by working out the

tensor product limits of our general expression for ch(r,). There is a generally

applicable theoretical formula for the Clebsch-Gordon series for the tensor

product of two irreducible representations (Steinberg's formula). When À is

regular, multiplicity formulas, such as those of Kostant and of Freudenthal,

are of practical use in computing ch(I\).

The author expresses his appreciation to Joel W. Robbin for his lectures on

the Souriau-Kostant approach to quantum mechanics and representation

theory of Lie groups; these lectures and ensuing conversations made it

possible to consider the questions of this paper.

2. Compact connected Lie groups. Throughout this paper G denotes a

compact connected Lie group, § its Lie algebra and Sc the complexification

of 0.
2.1. Background on completely continuous representations. C(G) (Cœ(G))

denotes the complex vector space of continuous (smooth) functions on G.

L2(G) denotes the Hubert space of functions on G that are square-integrable

with respect to the normalized bi-invariant Haar measure dx on G.

We denote by 31 (respectively, G) the set of unitary equivalence classes of

completely continuous (respectively, irreducible) unitary representations of G.

L and R, the left-regular and right-regular representations of G in L2(G), are

(equal) elements of 31 (see 2.6.2 and 2.8.2 of [17]).

If p is a unitary representation we may denote by V the Hubert space in

which p acts by unitary operators. For p in G, V is a finite-dimensional

vector space (see 2.6.3 of [17]) of dimension dp.

For p in G we assume that an orthonormal basis {vf },= l d has been

chosen for V; in (2.4) a certain choice of basis will be made. Define

Py E C(G) by PiJ(a) = [p(a)vf, vf), a E G, 1 < i,j < dp. The Peter-Weyl
Theorem [5, p. 203] asserts the density in L2(G) of {p0\p E G, 1 < i,j < dp).

Defining EiJ* in End(Kp) (the set of linear maps from V to V) by
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E'J*oZ - SJkvf, 1 < i,j,k<dp,

one has p(a) = '2iJpij(a)EIJ'-p, a E G.

Declaring {d~l/2E'J,p: 1 < i,j < dp) to be an orthonormal set imposes a

Hubert space structure on End(Kp). One may form the Hubert space direct

sum S of the End(Fp) for p in G. For A in S and p in G, Ap denotes the

component of A in End( V).

The Fourier transform S: L2(G) -> S and the inverse Fourier transform

S*: & -» L2(G) are mutually inverse isometries such that for/in C(G), p in

G, A in End(V),y in G,

9(f)r ff(*)p(x) dx,       S*(A)(y) = dptr{Ap{y-')).
G

If p is in 91 and X is in G, then the finite dimension of the space of all

operators that intertwine X and p we denote by ch(p)(X). Thus, ch sets up a

one-to-one correspondence between 91 and the set S of functions from G to

Z+. We call ch(p) the formal character of the completely continuous repre-

sentation p.

2.2. Carian semigroup. Let p be a unitary representation of G. If v is a

smooth vector we set

p(X)v = lim(p(exp(rAr))ü - v)/t,   X E g.

From now on in §2 a// representations are assumed to be finite-dimensional

unitary. For a representation p of G we denote also by p the associated Lie

algebra homomorphism § -» End( V) or its complex linear extension @c -»

End(F").

We assume fixed a maximal torus T of G with Lie algebra ?T. ST denotes

the complexification of the Lie algebra of the center of G, £ = [ÖC,SC],

oc - ?rc n e.
The complexified adjoint representation of G in @c is denoted by ad, its

contragredient by ad*. We assume fixed a positive definite inner product on

ß extended to Hermitian inner product on §c and dualized to one on S«*

which (see 5.6.1 of [17]) is ad(C) invariant, is equal to the negative Killing

form on £ n §, and renders £ and 2 perpendicular. By means of the

splittings @c = % © 9£, % = % © 2, we consider 3"c* and '3C* as sub-

spaces of §*..

If p is a representation of G and X is in ?!<*, set Kjf = {v E V\p(exp(H))v

= eX("'u if 77 e 5"}. If K;f t¿ (0) we say that X is a we/g/2/ of p, Kxp is the X

weight space of p and nonzero elements of V£ are weight vectors of p of

weight X; A(p) is the set of weights of p.

The root system d> of G with respect to T may be defined as A(ad) — (0).

We assume a fixed set 4>+  of positive roots has been chosen, and set
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d>- = -$+ and denote by %+ (9l~) the vector space sum of the positive

(negative) root spaces; §a denotes the a weight space of ad, for a E d>.

Let A+ denote the set of dominant weights of G (with respect to T, <£>+). As

a subset of the additive vector space Sj£, A+ is an abelian semigroup with

identity. Since identified with A+ v ia the correspondence of p in G with its

highest weight Xp in A+,Gis an abelian semigroup, called the Cartan

semigroup.

2.3. Weylgroup; opposition involution. The Weyl group W oí G (with respect

to T) may be defined as N(T)/T, where N(T) = {a E G\nTn~l = T}, or

as the subgroup of linear automorphisms of S¿* generated by the reflections

{oa\a G $}, where

oa(X) = X-2({X, «}«/{«, a}),

for a, X in 5c. If ad*(«), for n in N(T), induces the automorphism w of ?T¿*,

we may write w = riT.

There is a unique element wQ in W with w0<P+ = d>~; since w% is the

identity, w0 is called the opposition involution (with respect to T, <I>+). We

assume n0 in N(T) chosen with w0 = n0T.

2.4. Lowest weight. For each p in G there is unique X~ in — A+ so that

X~ E A(p) but, for a E d>~, X~ + a g A(p); X~ is called the lowest weight

of p and any nonzero element of the one-dimensional space Vg- is called a

lowest weight vector.

Proposition (2.4.1). For p in G, w0(Xp) = A" = -Xp. and p(n'Q)V^ = K£,

for e = ± 1. Here p* is the representation of G in (V)* contragredient to p.

Proof. Choose a in <ï>+, x_a in S_„, and v in Kxp. As ad(«0)3_a c

SWo(_a) C «+, one has p(X_a)p(n¿])v = p(V)P(adW*-<> = °- It

follows that K^-pífio-1)^- K¿o(Ap), so X; = w0(Xp). From A(p*) =

-A(p) we see that -Xp. - a is not in A(p) for a in d>+ and that -Xp. is in

A(p). By the uniqueness of X~, -X.. = X~.   Q.E.D.

From now on in this paper we assume the Cartan identification of G with

A+. Frequently elements of G are denoted by X in A+; sometimes px(a) may

be written in place of X(a), for a in G.

Suppose X in A+ = G is chosen. We choose once and for all, an orthonor-

mal basis {t>*},_!.d(X) of Vx consisting of weight vectors and enumerated

in such a way that vx is of weight X and vd(X) is of weight -X*, where X* is

the element of A+ corresponding to the contragredient of X. We denote by

{«¡>,X}/-i.¿M *e basis of Vx* dual to {t^},._,.d(X); thus <bd{X) is of

weight X* and <^ of weight -X. We may further assume that t$(X) = X(n0)vx

and define f0 E S ' by X(«0_ l)v^ = £0t${A).

For later use we introduce the notations fx for X,d(A) and 3JX for the

complex linear span of the independent set {fx,... ,fd(X)}. One may readily
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verify the formulas fx(n¿1) = 1; A(a)i£M = 2fx(a)v?; X*(a)<b^X) =

2,fx(a)<f>f", ~2fxfx = 1 (the summations in these last three formulas are for

i = 1,..., d(X)).
For X in G we identify End(Vx) and Vx ® Vx' by corresponding v ® tp to

the endomorphism sending v' to <b(v')v; in particular vf ® ¡pj1 corresponds to

Etj\ Further equating End(FA) with L2(G)X = ÇF*(End(Vx)) via the Fourier

transform S, we see that L(a) corresponds to X(a) ® 1 and R(a) to 1 ®

X*(a), for a in G.

2.5. Cyc/z'c representations. A representation p of G is called çyc/z'c if there is

v in V so that Kp equals the linear span of the orbit {p(a)t;|iz E G}; a vector

whose orbit spans Kp is called a cyclic vector.

Proposition (2.5.1). (a) p is cyclic if p is in G. (b) If px and p2 are in G, then

p, ® p2 is cyclic; in fact vx® v2is a cyclic vector if vx is a highest weight vector

for p, and v2 a lowest weight vector for p2, and vx ^ 0, v2 ^ 0.

Proof, (a) The linear span of an orbit is an invariant subspace. Thus any

nonzero vector in V is a cyclic vector for p in G.

(b) Let o,, v2 be as enunciated, set v = t¡, ® v2, and denote by V the span

of the orbit of v under p, ® p2. We must show V = FP| ® KP2. Choose

w, G FPi, z = 1, 2. It suffices to show ux ® u2 E v. Now, tz, is a linear

combination of elements of the form vx, Avx, where A = p^-Y,).. . px(Xr)vx

(a(i) E 3>+, Xt E g_a(l)). But

(P, ® P2)(A-_0 )(w, ® o2) = (Pl (*_„ )Wl)9v2 + wx9 P(X_a )v2

= (Pi(^-.W«»:

for a G d>+, Ar_a G @_a, w, G Fp'. As (p, ® p2)(3c)K c K, one concludes

w, ® t>2 G V for any wx E VP[. Now by (a) there are cx,..., cr in C,

ax,..., arin G with tz2 = 2;c,p2(zz,)u2; hence

a,® u2 = '2ciux®p2(ai)v2
i

= 2c/(p,®p2)(û()(p1(ar>i®»2>
1

With the previous remark, one concludes that tz, ® tz2 G V.   Q.E.D.

3. The Borel-Weil Theorem and its consequences. We retain the notations of

the preceding sections.

3.1. Borel-Weil Theorem. For p in 5¿* set

9lt(p) = {/G C°o(G)|(7?(*) + it(A'))/=0if* Gfc + 9l+},

91t'(M) = {/eC"(G)|(L(*) + /i(A'))/=OifÀ' G ?FC + 9L+}.
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Let G^ denote the isotropy subgroup of /¿ in G under the contragredient

adjoint action, and let §  denote the Lie algebra of G^.

The implication of the usual Borel-Weil Theorem (see [12]) from that stated

below is detailed in [7].

Theorem (3.1.1) (Borel-Weil Theorem), (a) 'Dll(ju) = 0 unless -p is in

A+.
(b) If-p = X* with X in A+, then 9H(/x) c L2(G)X, L(G)V&(p) c $l(p),

and the subrepresentation of L in 91L( p) is equivalent to X.

(c) For p, p' in <5¿, 911 ( p) n 9lt'( p') # 0 if and only if there is X in A+ with

— ju = X*, — ju' = X. // CTLiju) n 9lt'(/0 w wo/ zer0' '^e;7 its dimension is 1.

(d) 91L(M) - {/ £ C°°(G)|(tf(JO + /x(W= 0 ifXE (S„)c + 9t+}.

Proof. We assert that if /is in 91t(/0 then/Y = 0J*((^(f)y)) is in 'Jt(p)

for y in G. Writing gy = / - fy we have f = fy + gyJy E L2(G) gy E
L2(G)y. Now as R is unitary and preserves L2(G)y, it also preserves L (G)y;

hence the same is true of R(X) + p(X) for any X in §c. Thus,

(/?(*) + p(X))fy + (R(X) + p(X))gy

is the decomposition of (R (X) + p(X))f into orthogonal components in

L2(G)y and L2(G)X. In particular, if (R(X) + p(X))f=0, then

(R(X) + p(X))fy = 0 = (R(X) + p(X))Gy,

from which the assertion follows.

We now show that for/in 91t(ju.) and X in A+,/= 0 unless -p = X*. In

the identification of L2(G)X with Vx ® Vx\ <DTL(/x) n L2(G)X corresponds to

Vx®{<bE Vx'\(px,(X) + p(X))<b = 0 if X G <5"c + 9l+}. But this latter set

is zero unless — ¡i = X*, by the uniqueness of highest weight of Vx*. This

establishes (a). Now if —p = X* with X in A+, then we have that 9IL(/li) c

L2(G)X, L(G)^\i(p) c 91t(/t) (as L and R commute), and the subrepresenta-

tion of L in 91L(/x) is isomorphic to that of X <8> 1 in Vx ® v£. As dim Kx\*

= 1, the representation X ® 1 of G in Vx ® Kx* is equivalent to that of X.

This establishes (b). Now if p and p' are in 5J, we know by (a) that

<31t( /*) n 9lt'(/0 = 0 unless p = -X* for some X in A+. If p - -X*, with X
in A+, then, in the identification with Vx ® Vx\ 91t(/i) n 9lt'(/*') = {° G

Vx\(px(X) + p'(X))v = 0 if X E % + %+) ® V$. The first factor is 0

unless p' = -X, by the uniqueness of highest weight in Vx. If -p' = X, then

91L(ju) n 911'(/O corresponds to Vx ® Vx*, which is a one-dimensional

space. This proves (c). To prove (d), we need only show that px.(X)Vx' c

KAV if X is in (9M)C where -p = X*. But (g„)c = % + 2aeV8a, where

$' = {«£ <S>\{a, p) = 0}. Now if a G O' n 0+, then Fx\*+a = (0), as X* is

the highest weight. But then V^_a - Vx'<p+a) = px.(«0)K£+a = (0), where
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°a = naT- Thus the highest weight space of X* is invariant under (<à )c.

Q.E.D. M
In view of the Borel-Weil Theorem, we introduce the notation 9)A =

91t(-X*), 93° = 91t(-X*) n 9lt'(-X), for X in A+. The subrepresentation of

L in 93A is equivalent to X, and 95° is a one-dimensional subspace of 9)A, in

fact being the X weight-space of L in 93A. We call 93 A the Borel-Weil

realization of X in G = A+. Note that 93A as here defined agrees with the

notation introduced in 2.4 and that/A is a spanning vector of ©J. We call

Uxea+®° the set of Borel-Weil functions.

Theorem (3.1.2). %% = %+x„for X, X' in A+.

Proof. The Leibnitz rule for differentiating a product of functions shows

immediately that %l%- c S^+y. Now, (/^'XV') = ! (see 2-4)- Thus
®°®v ^ ° and as ®x+v is one-dimensional, the result holds.   Q.E.D.

Explicit formulas for Borel-Weil functions of the four classical series of

compact simple Lie groups are detailed in [7].

3.2. Cartan product and tensor product. The results 3.2.1 and 3.2.4 below

show how Borel-Weil realizations interact under point-wise multiplication

and complex conjugation to yield realizations of the Cartan semigroup and

tensor product operations.

Theorem (3.2.1). Sx®, = %+,.

Proof. The Leibnitz rule and the definition of the 93A's shows at once that

9àx95, ç 95A+(>. 93A93, is invariant under L and 93A+I, is irreducible under L.

Thus either <&x<$>p = (0) or 95A95, = ®A+„. But 0^9)^, ç %%, by

(3.1.2). Thus, %<&„ - 9BA+,.   Q.E.D.
The next two results are preparatory to 3.2.4, but of interest in their own

right.

Theorem (3.2.2). The multiplication map M: 93A ® ®>„ -> 95A95, is a bijec-

tion, for X, v in A+.

Proof. M is clearly C-linear and surjective. To show M is injective, choose

T with M(T) = 0. We may write T = 2¡jT¡/x ® fj, where the T0 are certain

numbers. Now set t = ^.¡jTyTy, where {t^. is the basis of (Í^A* ® V)* dual

to the basis {$ ® v/}tJ of Kx* ® V. The relations of 2.4 may be used to see

that, for a in G,

t((X* ® jO(a)($(A) ® c5(r))) = M(T)(a).

Since M(T) = 0, we conclude, with the assistance of 2.5.1(b), that t = 0. But

then Ty.n for all i,j which shows T = 0.   Q.E.D.
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Proposition (3.2.3). For X in A+, /?(w0)33x„ = %x. Thus R (n0) provides a

G-module equivalence between %x, and 33x.

Proof. Choose /in 33x. and X in % + 9l+. Note that Ad(n¿*)X is also in

%. + 9l+ (here X = Xx- iX2 iiX = Xx + iX2, with Xx, X2E§) and that

X(X ) = -X(A-) (as X(g) c iR). Then,

R(X)R(nQ)f= R(n0)R(Ad(nö])X)f= R(n0)\*(M(n¿l)x)f

= (w¿*)(X) R (»o)/=_- X(* )*(«„)/= X(A-)Ä («0)/.

Thus, R («o)/is in %,soR (n0)f is in ®x.   Q.E.D.

Corollary (3.2.4). The map f®gj-*f. R(n¿) g yields an isomorphism of

G-modules between 33x ® 35, and 33x35v. /or any X, v in A+.

Of course, this isomorphism is nonunitary, in general; but still ch(X ® v) =

4.   G-module   structure  of  certain   infinite-dimensional   representations.

Throughout §4, X in A+ is fixed and for convenience usually assumed

nonzero.

4.1. The Hopf bundle for X. Set K = Gx. = {a G G|ad*(a)X* = X*}, M =
G/K, % the Lie algebra of AT. AT is a compact connected subgroup of G (see

6.6.2 of [16]).

Proposition (4.1.1); There is a unique one-dimensional unitaiy representa-

tion x- K-+S1 so that x(exp X) = ex'm for X E %.

Proof. Since K is compact connected, the given formula ensures the

uniqueness of x- Since X*0) c 2mZ and T is abelian, there does exist a

character x on T so that x(exp H) - ex'(H) for H in 5. If aTa ~ ' = T for a in

K, then the element a represents an element of the Weyl group WK of T in K;

but WK is generated by the reflections oa, where a is in <P with Sa c 3CC, and

oaX* = X* for such a; therefore x(ata~X) = x(0- Thus, there is a unique

continuous class function x on AT extending x on T (see 4.32 of [1]). It is

immediate that x(exP Xr) = ex*(jr) for X in %, and it remains to see that x is a

group homomorphism. For this we write % — %(%) ® [%, %] and note that

X*([%, %]) = 0, exp %(%) c Z(K), and the connected Lie subgroup with

Lie algebra [%, %] is compact connected. Choose (see [15, p. 234]) a, b in A,

X, Y in % with exp X = a, exp Y = b, and write X = Xx + X2, Y = y, +

F2 according to the preceding decomposition of %, and choose Z2 in [%, 5i ]

with exp A^ expF2 = exp Z2. Then one sees that ab = exp^, + Yx + Z2),

from which it follows that x(ab) = x(a)x(b)- Thus x is a continuous homo-

morphism from K to SK It follows that x is also smooth.   Q.E.D.
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Set KQ = ker x; 7C0 is a closed normal subgroup of K, and a closed

subgroup of G. If X* = 0, then K0= K = G. Since X* ̂  0, the induced

homomorphism x: K/K0-*Sl is a Lie group isomorphism, by means of

which we identify K/K0 and S '. If K = G, then most of our theory is, while

valid, trivial; as examples X* = w, + • • • + wn, G = U(n), x = det; and

X = X* if G is abelian.

Set P = G/K0 and let -n: P -» M send a7C0 to aK. Using x, we may define

P x S ' -* 7> by (fl7<:0, f ) -> (a.x)7C0, where x E K is chosen so that x(*) = £•

Then a- is the projection for a principal S ' bundle, which we refer to as the

Hopf bundle for X. We show first how to describe this bundle in terms of the

element X* of G.

Proposition (4.1.2). The map from G to Vx* sending a to X*(a)$ de-

termines an Sx-bundle equivalence of it with PQ ->*° A/0, where P0 is the orbit of

4>dK m ^*> Mo is (he orbit of V^ in the projective representation determined by

X*, and ttn is the restriction to P0 of the natural projection. The Sl action on P0

is induced by scalar multiplication in Vx*.

Proof. Several steps are required in the proof. Abbreviate <p¿x by </>, Vx* by

V.
Step l.K~{aE G|X*(a)KA. = Vx.).
Proof of Step 1. Set K' = {a G G|X*(a)KA. = Vx.), 9T the Lie algebra

of K'. There is x' in K', defined by X*(a)<b = x'(")<?, a E K'. Let 9 E Tc* be

the infinitesimal representation for x'-

The proof of 3.1.1(d) establishes that % c %'. Since 1C is connected,

JL c X.
We claim 9 is the restriction to %'c of X* in §£. Clearly X* and 9 agree on

S"G. Now %¿ is the sum of ?TC and the span of certain root vectors; this latter

span being contained in the derived algebra [9i^, %¿] of 5i¿, 9 vanishes on it,

as does X*. Thus X* agrees with 9 on 9Q..

Next we show K' c K. Fix X in %', a in K'. Then

X*{ad(a)X) ■ <b = 9(ad(a)X)- if » px.(ad(a)X) ■ <f>

= px.(a)px.(X)px.(a-x)-<p = x'(a)9(X)X'(a-x)-tp

= 9(X)-<b = X*(X)-4>.

Thus, (ad*(a)X*)|çK- = X*|x. Since ad(a)%' c %', also ad(a)%,x- c ÎK°X;

and one has (ad*(a)X*)\%.± = 0 = X*^^. We conclude that ad*(zz)X* = X*,

i.e., a is in K. This concludes Step 1.

Step 2. KQ = {a G G|X*(a) •«? = </>}.

This is trivial when Step 1 is used.
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Step 3. Conclusion of proof of proposition. We may, by Steps 1 and 2,

define F: P -+ P0 and F: M -* M0 by F(aK0) = X*(a)<b, F(aK) = X*(a) KA\*,

and moreover F and F are bijections. F is easily seen to be an equivalence of

S ' bundles, with ir0F = Ftr.    Q.E.D.

4.2. Main theorem. Recall from §1 the subrepreseniations Y and Tk (k G Z)

of the left-regular representation of G.

We relate our discussion here to that of §3 by introducing

r„,, = 93Mv    p,<?gz+.
Proposition (4.2.1). (a) Tk cTfork in Z.

(b)YpqQYp_qforp,qinZ\

Proof, (a) is clear. For (b), choose/ G uñpX, g G 9Í?A, and x E K. Then

R(x)(Jg) = (R(x)f)(R(x)g) = (R(x)f)(R(x)g)

Thusjg G Yp_q. as desired.   Q.E.D.

Proposition (4.2.2). 77ze algebraic sum 1.p,qeí*Ypq is dense in Y.

Proof. The continuous functions Y' in Y are dense in Y. Y' may be

regarded as C(P), the continuous functions on P (see (4.1.2)). It will suffice

to show T = 2p,,rp is dense in Y' with respect to the sup-norm. As P is

compact, this density will follow from the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, pro-

vided we show_that f has the following properties:

(i) If/ g E Y, and z G C then/j- zgjg, and/ G f.

(ii) For all u E P, there is / in f with f(u) ^ 0.

(iii) For all ux, u2 in P with tz, ^ u2, there is / in f with f(ux) ^ /(tz2).

We show f has these three properties.

Proof of (i). Ypq is a complex subspace and Ypq = Yqj), so / + zg and /

are in Y. From (3.6),

IV.?   />'.?' =   -®p\-"q\ •"p'\ •"q'\  =   •"(p+p')\'"(q + q')\= *-p+p\q + q-
Thus fg is in T.

Proof of (ii). We will in fact find the desired functions for (ii) and (iii) in

T, 0 = \. As \ i- 0, choose/0 in ®A, a0 in G with/0(zz0) ̂  0. Then for a in

G, 0^/0(a0)=/0(zz0zz-,iz) = (Lûûo_1/0)(a). But Laao_JQ is in »x. This

proves (ii).

Proof of (iii). As in (ii), the homogeneity of P and the result L(G)9>A c

95A reduces the question to demonstrating the validity of the following

statement:

VaGA-o   3/G$A   f(a)*f(e).
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Now the statement in question is false if and only if

3alSKQ   V/G33x   f(a)=f(e).

Thus, we need to show that

A-0D{aGG|V/G®x,   f(a) ~ f(e)}.

Let S be the set we want K0 to contain. Then, using again L(G)Lf>x c 3\,

one shows

S - {a E G|V/ G \,   R(a)f = f).

Letting % = $(%) c Vx ® Vx\ we recall that 3dx' = Vx ® {<?} (<¡> = <#>£)

soS = {a E G\X*(a) • <p = <i>}. Thus 5 = K0 by Step 2 of the proof of (4.1.2).

Q.E.D.

Proposition (4.2.3). T = (BkeZTk, a Hubert space direct sum.

Proof. Choose distinct integers k and /; since X* ̂  0, we may choose x in

K with xt*)*"' * 1. Then for/ in Yk and g in Tx, {/, g) = x(*)*"'{/> 2} =
0; thus r^-LT,. By the previous two propositions "2keZ^k is dense in T; (4.2.3)

follows.   Q.E.D.

Proposition (4.2.4). TM c Tp+Xq+x,for p, q in Z+.

Proof.

Ip-t-U-H =  ®(p+l)X^(?+l)\=  ^pK&qX \ -*V

Thus it suffices to show 1 G %\. But from 2.4, 1 = 2^ G 3dx3d~x.

Q.E.D.
The same proof shows that 33 „ 33 „2 ç 33,, +„333„ +,, for any vx, v2, v3 in

A+.
Proposition (4.2.5). Let vx, v2 be in A+. Then

{zh(vx + nv2 ® nrl)}™_0,       {ch(nv2 ®vx + nv^=Q

are increasing sequences in S, bounded above by d. Thus, their limits exist in ?.

Proof. By (3.1.1), (3.2.4) and (4.2.4),

ch((rx + nv2) ® nvt) = ch(33„i+n„2 ® %mî) = chfV^ÄJ

< chfë,,®^®^®^ J = ch(p, + (n+ l)i>2 ®(n+ 1>J),

so the first sequence is increasing. Since ^(33^33 M2) < d for px, p2 in A+, the

above expression assures the first sequence bounded above by d. This proves

the proposition for the first sequence; the proof for the second sequence is

entirely analogous.   Q.E.D.
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Theorem (4.2.6).

ch(Tk) = Ihn ch(kX + nX® nX*),       ch(T_k) = Inn  ch(nX ® kX* + nX*)

for k in Z+. The sequences in S involved are increasing and bounded above.

Proof. By (4.2.5) we know the limits involved exist. The argument being

similar in both cases, consider Tk; call the limit in question /. From 3.2.4,

ch(Tk+nn) = ch(kX + nX® nX*); now application of (4.2.1)-(4.2.4) shows

that/='ch(rj.   Q.E.D.
4.3. Some formulas holding for Tk in general. Let X ¥= 0 in A+ be chosen.

For/in S, define/* in S by f*(p) = f(p*), for p in A+.

Proposition (4.3.1). For k in Z+,

(a) chiT^X)) > 2^o ch(*A + «X + «X*),

(b) ch(T_,(X)) = ch(Tk(X))* = ch(r,(X*)),
(c) ch(TA(X)) = ch(r,(A:X)), if k * 0.

Proof, (a) ch(I\) = üm^ch^X + nX® nX*) > ch(kX + NX® NX*),

for fixed N G Z+. But ch(kX + NX® NX*) > ch(kX + NX + NX*), by the
usual realization of the Cartan product [11, p. Ill], (a) follows.

(b) ch(r,(X))* - („i™ ch(*X + nX® nX*))*

= Ihn ch(«X ® kX* + nX*) = ch(T_k(X)).

Similarly ch(TA(X*)) = lim^ch^X* + «X* ® nX) = ch(r_A.(X)).

T,(X)= [f E L2(G)\R(txp X)f = (ex''X))kf,X G (?x}

(c) = {/G L2(G)|Ä(expA-)/= ekX'(X)f,X G í?x}

= Tx(kX),   as §x = §kX since X ̂  0.   Q.E.D.

One might be better able to think about the infinite series in part (a) of the

proposition if it were summed in a closed form. This idea may be formalized

as follows. In order to avoid an additional symbol, let S now represent the

set of all Z-valued functions defined on A+ (earlier, we restricted to Z+-val-

ued functions). The set {ch(X)|X G A+} is a Z-independent subset and we

may write /= 2XeA+/(X)ch(X) for / in S. Define ch(X)ch(X') = ch(X + X'),

and extend this definition to elements/, g in S by

/*-2/(A)*(A>h(A + X'),
XA'

whenever the summation converges absolutely to an element of o>. In

particular fg is defined if either / or g is 0 off some finite set. Notice that

ch(0)/ = / for /in S. By introducing the formal identity 1/(1 — x) =

2"_0jc", for elements x in S whose powers are defined, we obtain the

expression
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£ ch(/cX)
2  ch(A:X + nX + nX*) =
„fo     v '      ch(O) - ch(X + X*)

We will use such formalism without comment in the sequel.

4.4. The usual representation of SU(n + 1), n > 1. Investigation of the

present example was suggested to the author J. W. Robbin and led to the

main theorem when correctly viewed. Namely, we consider G = SU(n + 1),

n > 1, in its natural representation on C+l. If {*?,-},-_, n+, is the usual

basis of C"+1, then ae¡ = *2jCißej, for a G G. The highest weight of this

representation is A, with weight vector ex. In view of (4.1.1) we should take

X* = A„ X = A„, e, = <> = 4$k. The basis {$},„,.„+, of $A (see proof of

(3.2.2)) may be regarded as the restrictions {zj}j_xn+x to Gex = 52"+1 =

P0 of the complex coordinate functions on C+1. Employing thejusual

multinomial notation Z'Zf = Z(> . . . Zfe{, we see that Ypq = ^^^ =

ïBjJ©| is spanned by {Z'ZJ\ |/| »/,+ •• ■ + In+X = p, \J\ = Jx + • • • +
Jn+X = q). The inclusions Ypq c r^+,^+1 of (4.2.4) result from the fact that

^1t\zizi = 1 on P0. M0 is C7>" and tt0: PQ-> M0 is the (usual) Hopf map.

We see that 93A may be regarded as the restriction to P0 of the linear

functions on Cn+1. Thus, %x may be regarded as sections of the line bundle

dual to the Hopf bundle; this dual Hopf bundle is associated with the

principal 5 ' bundle it*: P* -» M0, where P* = P0,tt* = ir0, but >// ■ f = f ~ ' •

^fort^G P*,S G S1.

Proposition (4.4.1).

ch(X)A

(a) ch<r'>%h(0)-chft + X.)-      *eZ*'

ch(0)
(b) ch(n =-

(ch(0) - ch(X))(ch(0) - ch(X*))

Proof, (a) The point here is that

ch((p + 1)X + (q+ l)X*) = ch(Yp+Lq+l) - ch(rM);

this formula is proved using the Weyl dimension formula. The result then

follows from (4.3).

(b) ch(H « S^L^chiT*). Setting x = ch(X),.y = ch(X*) and using (a) and

(4.3), one has (setting ch(0) = 1)

ch(r)=[(i-^)-1 + (i-7)-,-i](i-^)-'

= (1 - ^)-'(l ->-)-'-   Q.E.D.

4.5. Use of Steinberg's formula. The expression for ch(I\.) may be said to

completely solve the question of iys G-module structure, as it expresses
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ch(TA.) in terms of certain ch(p, ® v2), vx, v2 in G. There is a certain closed

expression for a general 'outer' multiplicity ch(p, ® v^v^), vx, v2, p2 GA+,

namely Steinberg's formula [8, p. 141].

Steinberg's formula has certain drawbacks as a computational device,

requiring as it does a double summation over the Weyl group and a knowl-

edge of Kostant's partition function. The interested reader may refer to the

references in [3, p. 120] for examples.

One question arising in the computation of

ch(r,(X))(^) = Jim ch(X + nX® nX*){v)

is the determination of the lowest value «(X, v) of n at which

ch(Â:X + nX® nX*)(v) = ch(r,(X))(i').

At present the author has no general information regarding this function

«(X, v).

4.6. Frobenius reciprocity, SU (2). Our representation Tk is an induced

representation. Namely, it is the unitary representation of G induced from the

unitary representation x~* of the closed subgroup K = Gx., x being the

character for X* on AT. As with all unitarily induced representations of G, we

may analyze Tk by means of the Frobenius reciprocity relation. When used in

coordination with such formulas as those of Kostant and Freudenthal [8, pp.

122, 138], the following Frobenius reciprocity statement is very useful com-

putationally for regular X.

Proposition (4.6.1). ch(I\(X))(»0 = dim{c G V\v{x)v = x~k(x)v if x E

A"}. In particular, ch(Tk(X))(i>) < dim VkX, with equality occurring if X is

regular.

Proof. chiT*)^) = dim Hom^K", Tk), so by 5.3.6 of [16], ch(Tk)(v) =

dim Hom^F", x~k), where Hom^K', x~*) = {t E V'\^(v(x)v) =

X~*(*W(©) if x G AT and o G V) = {$ G V'\v*(x)(^) = x*(*W if x E
AT}. Along with (4.3) one concludes ch{Tk)(v) = ch(Tk)*(v*) = ch(T_k)(v*) =

dim{i; G V"\p(x)(v) = x~k(x)v if a: G A^}. This shows the first formula of

the proposition. Now since x_Ar(exp H) = e~kX*<-H) for H in f¡, the set whose

dimension equals ch(Tk(X))(¡>) is contained in V_x*, with the containment

being equality when X is regular. Applying (2.3), one gets ch^tX))^) <

dim VLkX. = dim VI (kX) = dim VkX, with equality if X is regular.   Q.E.D.

The proposition yields ch(AA.) at once for G = SU(2). Namely, suppose

X = wA,, m G Z+, m j= 0. Suppose v = «A,, n G Z+. Then dim VkX —

dim Vk^\ = 1 if -n < km < n and km = n (mod 2), 0 otherwise. Thus, if
x = ch(A,),

ch(AJ = 2   ch((km + 2«)A,) =
xkm

o ch(0) - x 2
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When m = 1, we recover a formula of (4.3) as here X = X*.

4.7. SU (3). We introduce notation which is convenient for the algebraic

expressions for ch(A,(X)), ch(J70(X)), X ¥= 0 G A+. Recalling the usual weight-

root notations for SU(3) (see [8]), set a = 2A, - A2, ß - - A, + 2A2, 8 = a

+ ß = A, + A2; where A,, A2 are usual fundamental weights; $+ = {a, ß,

S}. In § set x¡ = ch(A;), i=l,2,A= x\X2\ B = xxxx\; ch(0) = 1 in S.

Proposition (4.7.1). Let X = #w,A, + w2A2 =£ 0 G A+. Then:

(a) If mxm2 — 0, then

ch(r,(A)) = n '   '    .     ch(r0(X)) =
(1 - jc,jc2) (1 - jc,jc2)

(b) If mxm2¥= 0, then

xm'xmi      [a r
ch(r,(X)) =       '    *    2    1 + T-—- (1 - /f"2) + T3-Z7 (1 - *"" )

(1 - xxx2)
'      I- B

X\                               Xj
-—Am*+ -=-r7i'

1 - x? 1 - x,3

a«¿/

*?
ch(r0(X))= -i +

(1 - xxx2)2 [ I- x3x       I - xl )

Proof, (a) When X = A2, we have found chí^íX)), for k in Z, in (4.4). The

cases in (a) follow by applying (4.3).

(b) In this case X is regular. To prove the formula for ch(r,(X)) one need

only show, by Frobenius reciprocity, that dim VI is given by the right-hand

side of the desired equation. This may be accomplished by using the Kostant

multiplicity formula (see [12, p. 131]; for the partition function for SU(3) see

[16, Table I]). For details, see [7]; the main theorem serves as a heuristic

device to suggest the result and its method of proof (since an algorithm for

tensor products of irreducibles is known (see [16])).   Q.E.D.
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